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Abstract— In this article, an active millimeter-wave imaging
system using two rectangular waveguide leaky-wave focusing
antennas deployed in a quasi-monostatic transmitter and receiver
pair is proposed. The broadband design method of the focusing
antenna is presented, where the phase constant is derived from
the radiation direction of a rectangular waveguide leaky-wave
antenna. To eliminate the effect of mutual coupling between
the transmitting and receiving antennas and scattering from the
surrounding environment, the scattered field from the object is
obtained by subtracting the incident field from the total field. The
1-D detection of conducting sphere, conducting and dielectric
cylinders, and a conducting plate is performed by experiment
to validate the imaging capability of the proposed system. The
2-D imaging of a conducting cylinder in free space and positioned
in front of a human body phantom representing the human body
is finally performed to simulate the practical application of the
system.

Index Terms— Antenna synthesis, focusing, leaky-wave anten-
nas (LWAs), millimeter-wave (MMW) imaging, MMW radar.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE to the increasing threat of terrorism and criminal
activities globally, surveillance at security checkpoints,

such as airports and sports stadia, is becoming increas-
ingly important. Current personnel scanning technologies that
include metal detectors and X-rays have disadvantages where
metal detectors are only effective against metal objects,
whereas X-ray has some perceived harmful health effects.
To address these problems, millimeter-wave (MMW) imaging
technologies have been developed that offer advantages such
as accuracy in low visibility conditions and the ability to
penetrate clothing and detect both conductors and dielectrics
without harmful health effects [1]–[6].

Current MMW imaging systems, however, have some disad-
vantages associated with them. One disadvantage is that they
require a 2-D array of sensors, which increases the fabrication
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costs [7]–[9]. The 2-D array of sensors was reduced to a 1-D
array by using a flapping reflector in [10]; however, a large
dielectric lens was required for focusing, which increases the
overall size of the system [10], [11]. This limits portability,
which means that some hard-to-reach target areas may not
be scanned. To eliminate the need for an array of sensors,
an alternative method would be to use the frequency scanning
characteristic of a leaky-wave antenna (LWA) to scan across a
target scene by changing the frequency. In addition, if the LWA
structure is of an appropriate physical profile, then a handheld
MMW imaging system based on the LWA is a possibility and
is the target of this study.

The LWA is a type of traveling wave antenna where
the radiation direction changes as the frequency is changed
[12], [13]. If focusing can be achieved using the LWA and,
thereby, eliminate the need for a dielectric lens or metal
reflector, then the LWA would have potentially useful imag-
ing applications. Focusing type LWAs have been proposed
in [14]–[17]. However, due to the need for handheld operation,
a waveguide focusing LWA is a convenient option due to the
relatively more portable physical profile of these antennas.

In this article, we propose an active MMW imaging system
using two of the leaky-wave focusing antenna (LWFA) first
proposed by our group in [18]. The LWFA is based on a
tapered rectangular waveguide structure where focusing is
achieved in the near field by changing the height of the broad
wall of the waveguide. Due to the leaky-wave nature of the
LWFA, one advantage is that the focusing position changes
with frequency, which allows the scanning of multiple posi-
tions along one direction simply by changing the frequency,
and this concept is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Another feature of the LWFA is the cutoff effect that
appears due to the changing h along the length of the antenna.
However, instead of being a disadvantage, the cutoff effect is
used to control the amplitude distribution across the frequency
range of operation such that an amplitude distribution centered
about the center frequency is obtained and approximates a
uniform amplitude distribution.

The LWFA is discussed in Section II. The proposed imaging
system is discussed in Section III. Simulation and experimental
results are presented and discussed in Section IV.

II. DESIGN OF LEAKY-WAVE FOCUSING ANTENNA

Tapering of the broad wall height in a rectangular waveguide
LWA to obtain focusing in the near field was first explored
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Fig. 1. Proposed imaging scenario.

Fig. 2. Concept of (a) LWFA and (b) multiple position scanning by frequency
sweep.

by our group in [18]–[20]. The theoretical background of
the LWFA is based on the tapering of the leaky mode [21],
where the phase constant β is varied along the longitudinal
axis of an LWA. The variation is designed such that the field
contributions along this length add in phase at the desired
focusing position S(xs, zs) in the near field (see Fig. 2) at a
given design frequency.

The distance from an arbitrary position A on the surface of
the LWFA of length L (−0.5L ≤ z′ ≤ 0.5L) to the focusing
position S is denoted as |rS−rA|. The distance from the center
of the LWFA to S is denoted as |rS|, whereas the distance
from A to a point P in the xz plane along |rS−rA| is given
as |rS−rA|− |rS|. If O is taken as the reference position, then
the phase difference in the near field is given by

��P
(
z′) = k0(|rS−rA| − |rS|) (1)

Fig. 3. FDTD analysis models of rectangular waveguide LWA with uniform
broad wall height h used to obtain phase constant. Model (a) is used with (6),
and (b) is used with (7). Parameters used are t = 1 mm, h was changed from
5.5 to 8 mm in increments of 0.5 mm, b = 4 mm, ws = 1 mm, g = 1 mm,
ps = 3 mm, and ls = 2 mm.

where

|rS−rA| − |rS| =
√

(zs − z′)2 + x2
s −

√
z2

s + x2
s (2)

and the phase distribution along the LWA is [22]

β
(
z′) = d

dz′ ��P
(
z′) (3)

= k0
zs − z′√

(zs − z′)2 + x2
s

. (4)

β(z′) is used to obtain the focusing effect and is independent
of the antenna structure.

The design frequency was selected as the center frequency,
fc, of 27 GHz. Equation (4) then takes the form

βC(
z′) = kC

0
zs − z′√

(zs − z′)2 + x2
s

(5)

where kC
0 is the wavenumber in free space at the center

frequency. The height of the broad wall, h, is tapered along
the length of the LWFA to realize (5). To obtain the required
broad wall height distribution h(z′), the phase constant β of a
rectangular waveguide LWA operating in the TE10 mode can
be obtained by FDTD [23], [24] analysis at different values
of h, and the equation relating h and β can then be derived.

A model of the LWA was designed in commercial full-wave
simulation software and is shown in Fig. 3(a). The shorter
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transverse slot parameters along the longitudinal slot were
selected to suppress the slot mode from radiating [25]. The
y-component of the electric field was extracted at two points
located at z1 and z2 along the z-direction with distance d
between them at the center of the waveguide for different h,
as shown in Fig. 3(a). A z-directed plane wave source was
used to excite TE10 mode inside the model at 27 GHz.
Perfectly matched layers (PMLs) were used to terminate the
model at both ends to simulate a traveling wave and eliminate
reflections inside the waveguide. The leaky mode complex
wavenumber was then obtained by the following equation [24]:

k = 1

d

{
Arg

(
Ey(z1)

Ey(z2)

)
− j log

∣∣∣∣ Ey(z1)

Ey(z2)

∣∣∣∣
}
. (6)

The real part of (6) corresponds to β ′, while the imaginary
part corresponds to the attenuation constant α′. Because h(z′)
of the rectangular waveguide structure is varied, naturally,
the cutoff effect appears for frequencies less than the cutoff
frequency at each z′, which can be calculated by fcutoff =
c0/2h(z′), where c0 is the speed of light in free space.
The attenuation constant corresponding to the cutoff effect,
αCUTOFF, is significantly higher than the attenuation constant
due to leakage, αLWA, in the LWFA [22] and is the main
component in α′. It is because of this that L was selected
with the resolution in mind, as discussed in Section IV, and
not αLWA even though the choice of L would also influence
αLWA. Both the slot mode and the leaky mode are contained in
the result of (6), as discussed in [22], due to the propagation
of the slot mode inside the waveguide. The radiation direction
θS was, therefore, obtained for each h from observing the
maximum gain in the model shown in Fig. 3(b) because the
slot-mode is suppressed from radiating, and therefore, only
the leaky-mode is expected to radiate. The resulting phase
constant, denoted as β, was obtained using

β

k0
= cos(θS) (7)

and is shown in Fig. 4.
The dispersion diagram comparing β ′ and β is shown in

Fig. 4. The phase constant of a closed hollow rectangular
waveguide, βWG, is used only as a reference. β was extracted
at 27 GHz for each value of h and denoted as βC. The
relationship between h and βC/k0 was derived by a fitted curve.

A fitted curve is needed because of the difficulty in deter-
mining δ accurately for each frequency and h. The fitted
equation was obtained as

h
(
z′) = 3.7122

(
βC

(
z′)

k0

)2

+ 0.8453

(
βC

(
z′)

k0

)
+ 5.3747. (8)

The required h(z′) and β(z′)/k0 to obtain focusing at
S(xs, zs) = (195, 150) mm are shown in Fig. 5 for 27 GHz.
To obtain the relationship between β/k0 and h for other
frequencies, a fitted curve can be obtained from Fig. 4. h(z′)
in (8) can then be inserted into the resulting equation to find
the β(z′) along the length of the LWFA at a given frequency.
Because of the changing h, the propagating length, Lact, of the
LWFA is limited for frequencies in the cutoff region. To find

Fig. 4. Calculated frequency characteristics of phase constant for different
h’s. β ′ is obtained from (6), using a field extracted from the inside waveguide,
and β is obtained from (7), using the radiation direction of leaky waves. βWG
is the phase constant of the closed hollow rectangular waveguide and is used
as a reference.

Fig. 5. Tapered height distribution and desired phase constant to obtain
focusing at S(xs, zs) = (195, 150) mm obtained using (5) at the center
frequency of 27 GHz.

Lactβ is set to zero in order to find the h at which cutoff is first
observed, denoted as hcutoff . The position of this hcutoff along
the length of the LWFA, denoted as zact, can be checked from
Fig. 5. Lact can then be obtained by

Lact = L

2
+ zact. (9)

The minimum cutoff frequency for the LWFA is, therefore,
about 18.7 GHz corresponding to hcutoff = 8.34 mm at the
position z′ = −100 mm.

The LWFA structure is shown in Fig. 6, and the details
on the parameters are presented in Table I. The fabricated
prototype is shown in Fig. 7. The original prototype was
manufactured using aluminum, and the weight was about 515 g
excluding the coaxial to waveguide adapter. To further reduce
the weight of the prototype, the waveguide component of the
LWFA was then manufactured using acrylic material and is
shown in Fig. 7, and the resulting structure was electroplated
with a 10 μm-thick copper layer and a 1 μm nickel layer.
As the skin depth of copper with σ = 58.13 MS/m at 27 GHz
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Fig. 6. Structure of LWFA with tapered h.

Fig. 7. Top view and side view of cross section of the fabricated LWFA
prototype.

TABLE I

LWFA STRUCTURE PARAMETERS

is δ = (2/ωμ0σ)1/2 = 0.4017 μm, which is significantly
lower than the thickness of the copper layer, the performance
of the plated prototype is anticipated to be the same as that of
the original solid aluminum prototype. The weight of the final
plated structure, excluding the coaxial to waveguide adapter,
is 230 g, which is less than half that of the original.

Fig. 8. Experiment setup to measure electric field distribution.

III. PROPOSED IMAGING SYSTEM

A. Conversion From Frequency Domain to Spatial z-Domain

The proposed imaging system was first presented in [26],
whereby, using the frequency scanning capability of the
LWFA, the image data collected will be in the frequency
domain. To determine the object position and size from the
image, it is necessary to convert the data from the frequency
domain to the spatial domain. To this end, the experimental
setup shown in Fig. 8 was used to measure the electric
field distribution along the z-direction in the range 0 mm ≤
z ≤ 300 mm at x = xs = 195 mm for different frequencies.
An open-ended waveguide (OEWG) was moved along the
z-direction at x = xs = 195 mm in 5 mm increments, and the
S-parameter between the OEWG and the LWFA was measured
at each position. The peaks at each frequency were obtained
and are shown in Fig. 9, and the peak positions along the
z-direction at each frequency f were then denoted as zpeak.
The figure shows the peaks measured in the case of the original
aluminum prototype and the plated prototype. The peak levels
and positions are almost the same in both cases, which means
that the plated prototype offers similar performance to the
original prototype. The relationship between zpeak in mm and
f in GHz was then obtained by a fitted curve as

zpeak[mm] = −0.617 f 2[GHz] + 51.5 f [GHz] − 787. (10)

Using (10), it is possible to convert the image data from the
measured frequency domain to the spatial domain.

B. Imaging System Setup and Subtraction of Incident Field

The proposed imaging scenario is in a bistatic setup shown
in Fig. 10, where the transmitting and receiving antennas’ feed
ports are separated to reduce the mutual coupling between the
LWFAs. The transmitting antenna LWFA 1 has ports 1 and 2,
whereas the receiving antenna LWFA 2 has ports 3 and 4.
50 
 impedances terminated both Ports 2 and 4. The TE10

mode is excited at Port 1, and the scattering object posi-
tioned at T(xobj, zobj) is illuminated. The magnitude of the
scattered wave due to the object was obtained by measuring the
S-parameter between Ports 1 and 3 denoted as S31. The weight
of both LWFAs making up the imaging system, including the
coaxial to waveguide adapters, is 527 g, which is about the
same as conventional handheld metal detectors that weigh up
to around 600 g.
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Fig. 9. Measured electric field distribution along the z-direction at
x = 195 mm for 22–32 GHz.

Fig. 10. Experiment setup of the proposed imaging system.

The pitch between the two LWFAs is denoted as p and
was set as p = 30 mm (with the two antennas in contact)
and p = 50 mm (which corresponds to a separation between
the two antennas of about 2λ for f = fc) to observe the
effect of mutual coupling between the two LWFAs. These two
scenarios were compared by experiment; a single conducting
cylinder of radius r = 5 mm and length l = 50 mm was used
as a scattering object and was positioned at T(xobj, zobj) =
(195, 150) mm; and the results are shown in Fig. 11. From
the figure, the peak due to the object with p = 50 mm is
clearer than in the case with p = 30 mm, which is attributed
to be due to the reduced mutual coupling in the p = 50 mm
case.

To obtain the scattered field by experiment and, thereby,
improve the image quality, the S-parameters measured in the

Fig. 11. Measured transmission coefficient in the bistatic case S31 with pitch
p = 30 mm and p = 50 mm.

Fig. 12. Measured transmission coefficient in bistatic case with object
present, Stot

31 , and after subtraction of incident field using (11), Sscat
31 .

incident-field case can be subtracted from the total field case
by

Sscat
j i = Stot

j i − Sinc
j i (11)

where Stot
j i is obtained with the scattering object present and

Sinc
j i is obtained without the object present. Equation (11)

can be used to eliminate the effect of scattering from the
surrounding environment and the effect of mutual coupling
between the two antennas.

The transmission coefficient measurements Stot
31 and Sinc

31
were obtained for the p = 50 mm case, Sscat

31 was obtained
using (11), and the result is presented in Fig. 12. From the
figure, the peak due to the y-oriented copper cylinder object
is clearer in the Sscat

31 case than in the Stot
31 case as the effects

of scattering from the surrounding environment and mutual
coupling between the two LWFAs have been eliminated by
this method. In the case of the z-oriented copper cylinder,
a peak could not be observed in Fig. 12 because maximum
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Fig. 13. Transmission coefficient in bistatic case S31 with conducting cylinder
of radius r = 5 mm at different xobj’s, yobj’s, and zobj’s. (a) xobj is changed
and (yobj, zobj) = (0, 150) mm. (b) yobj is changed and (xobj, zobj) = (195,
150) mm. (c) zobj is changed and (xobj, yobj) = (195, 0) mm.

scattering from the cylinder occurs when the orientation of
the cylinder is the same as the polarization of the incident
field [27], [28]. In the case of the sphere, the vector of

Fig. 14. Resolution along the focal uw plane, �w, and along the xz plane, �z.

the induced current on the surface of the sphere is in all
directions, leading to the scattered field being in all directions
with a reduced y-component making detection by the proposed
system difficult, as observed from Fig. 12 [28]. The next steps
were then to confirm the 1-D detection of dielectric cylinders
and flat conducting objects and determine the resolution of the
proposed imaging system and 2-D imaging of a conducting
cylinder.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

A. Changing Object Position in the x-, y-, and z-Directions

Having confirmed that it is possible to detect the objects at
T(xobj, zobj) = S(xs, zs), the conducting cylinder object position
was then shifted first to xobj = 175, 185, 195, and 205 mm
at fixed (yobj, zobj) = (0, 150) mm, then to zobj = 50,
100, 150, and 200 mm at fixed (xobj, yobj) = (195, 0) mm,
and, finally, to yobj = −37, −17, and 3 mm at fixed (xobj,
zobj) = (195, 150) mm, and the experimental results from
these cases are shown in Fig. 13. From Fig. 13(a), when xobj

was increased to be higher than the focusing position at x =
195 mm, the peak due to the conducting cylinder was observed
to decrease in height and move to the lower frequency region.
This is because, when the object is placed at a higher position,
it will be detected at the low-frequency region at which Lact is
reduced compared to the high-frequency region, which leads
to a lower peak. Similarly, when the object position is lowered,
it will be detected at the high-frequency region at which Lact

is greater than at the low-frequency region, which translates
to a higher peak.

It was also observed from Fig. 13(b) that the peak of S31

increased as the yobj reduced. This is because more of the
surface of the object is exposed to the xy plane electric field
as the object comes close to the LWFA pair and the RCS
increases, which results in the observed increase in the peak.

Finally, from Fig. 13(c), it was observed that the peaks due
to the conducting cylinder were reduced in height when zobj

was moved away from the designed focusing position of z =
150 mm for 27 GHz. For f < fc, this decrease in height
is because of the cutoff effect, where Lact is reduced. For
f > fc, the entire length of the antenna is in the propagation
region; however, the lower peak is caused by the reduction in
θs such that the effective length of the LWFA is reduced.
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Fig. 15. Transmission coefficient in bistatic case S31 with (a) conducting plate, (b) conducting, acrylic glass, and Teflon cylinders positioned at T(zobj,
xobj) = (150, 195) mm, two conducting cylinders positioned at (c) zobj = 50, (d) zobj = 100, (e) zobj = 150, and (f) zobj = 200 with gaps j = 10 mm and
j = 15 mm and with p = 50 mm.

B. 1-D Detection and Resolution

The 1-D detection of both conducting and dielectric objects
was performed using the imaging setup shown in Fig. 10. The
canonical cylinder and plate objects of radius r = 5 mm,
width lw = 10 mm, and thickness t = 0.5 mm, respectively,
were used as scattering objects. Both objects were of length
l = 50 mm, and (10) was applied to convert the data to the
spatial domain.

The first case is that of a conducting cylinder and plate
positioned at T(xobj, zobj) = (195, 150). S31 was measured

in the experiment, and the results are shown in Fig. 15.
The peak in the case of the plate in Fig. 15(a) was observed to
be lower than in the case of the cylinder shown in Fig. 15(b),
and this is expected as the plate reflects the incident field
from the LWFA pair compared to the cylinder that has a
more uniform scattering pattern in all directions [27], [28].
Due to the inclined nature of the radiation from the LWFA,
it is expected that the system would detect plates with lw less
than the resolution of the LWFA as some of the scattering from
the edge would be detected by the receiving LWFA, leading to
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the observed peak, whereas, for wider lw , most of the incident
field would be reflected away, and in that case, a peak would
not be detected.

The next step was then to confirm the detection of dielectric
objects, and in this case, acrylic (εr = 2.1) and Teflon
(εr = 2.7) material dielectric cylinders of the same radius and
length as the conducting cylinder were used as the scattering
objects. The results from these when positioned at S are shown
in Fig. 15(b). The conducting cylinder exhibits the highest
peak, followed by the acrylic cylinder and, finally, the Teflon
cylinder. The explanation for this phenomenon is that the con-
ducting cylinder, having the highest radar cross section (RCS)
of the three materials, scatters a greater proportion of the
incident field compared to the other two materials. Acrylic
exhibits a higher peak than Teflon because acrylic has a higher
εr than Teflon, which results in a higher RCS relative to the
Teflon cylinder case [27]–[29].

The final step was the detection of two conducting cylinders
to determine the resolution of the proposed imaging system.
Using the equation on spatial resolution based on diffraction
from a slit aperture to satisfy the Rayleigh criterion [30],
the resolution of the proposed system along the z-direction,
as shown in Fig. 14, may be expressed as

�z
(
zobj

) = Rλ
(
zobj

)
L

(12)

where λ(zobj) is the wavelength of the frequency corresponding
to the object position along the z-direction, zobj. L is the length
of the antenna, and R is the distance from O to S. The 3 dB
width at the focal uw plane along the w-direction, �w, may
then be approximated by

�w = sinθS�z
(
zobj

)
(13)

where θS is the radiation direction along the diagonal axis from
O to S.

Equation (13) can therefore be used to approximate the
true resolution of the proposed system at the focal uw plane.
Equation (13) can also be used to give some guidance on the
heights at which the proposed system can separately detect two
objects as �w can be considered the diameter of the focusing
spot of the LWFA [31], [32]. If the two objects are positioned
higher or lower than the �w/2 around the focusing position
S(xs, zs) at a given frequency, then it is expected that they
cannot be separately detected.

Due to the change in frequency, the resolution is expected
to change correspondingly. Therefore, to experimentally deter-
mine the resolution, two cylinders were positioned with their
centers at xobj = 195 mm and zobj = 50, 100, 150,
and 200 mm, which corresponds to 22, 24, 27, and 32 GHz,
respectively, in the frequency domain. The results of (13) at
these positions are 13.3, 12.2, 10.8, and 9.1 mm, respectively.
To test these values, the cylinders were set with gaps j
of 10 and 15 mm between them. From Fig. 15(c) to (f),
a single peak was observed with j = 10 mm for the 22,
24, and 27 GHz cases, whereas two peaks were observed for
j = 15 mm. For the 32 GHz case, two peaks were observed
for both j = 10 mm and j = 15 mm, which lends credence
to the result of (13).

Fig. 16. 2-D image of conducting cylinder generated from measured
transmission coefficient in the bistatic case S31 at different positions yobj along
the y-direction, x = 195 mm, and z = 100 mm before and after subtraction
of the incident field using (11).

Fig. 17. Experiment setup with the human body phantom.

C. 2-D Imaging

Having confirmed that both conducting and dielectric
objects can be detected by the proposed imaging system, the
next step was to create 2-D images of the objects. This process
was performed using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 10.
In this setup, the object was positioned at x = 195 mm
and z = 100 mm; however, the position was changed in the
y-direction in 10 mm increments, and S31 was recorded for
each position.

The recorded S31 was then ordered into a 2-D array, and
the 2-D image was generated from this array. To improve the
quality of the image (11) was applied to the 2-D array and the
2-D image both before and after this operation is indicated in
Fig. 16 for the case of a conducting cylinder.

To simulate a practical application case of the proposed
imaging system in personnel scanning, the experimental setup
shown in Fig. 17 was used. In this setup, the cylindrical
objects with r = 5 mm and l = 50 mm were positioned at
xs = 195 mm and zs = 150 mm in front of the human body
phantom. The body phantom is the POPEYE10 by SPEAG
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Fig. 18. Transmission coefficient in bistatic case S31 with (a) conducting
and dielectric cylinders of radius r = 5 mm and 2-D image of conducting
cylinder generated from measured transmission coefficient in bistatic case at
different angles f which has been converted to arc length X with (b) object
present, Stot

31 , and (c) after subtraction of incident field using (11), Sscat
31 .

with similar dielectric properties (within 0.3–100 GHz) and
physical characteristics to the human body. First, the 1-D
measurements were obtained at ϕ = 0, and the results are
shown in Fig. 18(a).

From the figure, the case with Teflon (εr = 2.1) cylinder had
the greatest peak, followed by acrylic (εr = 2.7), and, finally,
copper cylinder with the lowest peak. The dielectric cylinders
have higher peaks than the conducting cylinder because some
of the incident electric fields is transmitted through the dielec-
tric cylinders to the underlying body phantom surface and
scattered again, back through the cylinders to the LWFA pair
leading to the observed phenomenon. As Teflon has the lower
dielectric constant compared to acrylic, a greater proportion of
the incident electric field is transmitted through the cylinder
through to the surface of the body phantom underneath the

cylinder and scattered back to the LWFA pair compared to
the acrylic cylinder, which explains why Teflon has the highest
peak.

The 2-D data in the case of the copper cylinder were then
generated by rotating the body phantom in the range −60◦ ≤
ϕ ≤ 60◦ and the |S31| measured at each ϕ at 1◦ intervals.
The measured data were then ordered into a 2-D matrix, f is
converted to z, ϕ is converted to arc length X, and the result
is shown in Fig. 18(b). The strong signals on both sides of the
actual object position, indicated by the black dashed lines, are
caused by the arms of the body phantom, which comes into
close proximity with the LWFAs during the rotation. The effect
of the human body phantom, the surrounding environment, and
the mutual coupling between the LWFAs can be eliminated by
using (11) and obtaining the 2-D Sscat

31 similar to the case of
the object in free space, and the result is shown in Fig. 18(c),
where only the strong scattering corresponding to the object
position may be observed. As a peak was observed from
Fig. 18(a), a similar 2-D image can be generated for both
Teflon and acrylic cylinders following the same procedure.

V. CONCLUSION

An active MMW imaging system based on an LWFA
portable enough to be held by hand has been presented in this
article. Scanning in one direction is achieved by the frequency
scanning characteristic of the antenna, whereas scanning in
the second direction would be achieved by the physical move-
ment of the system. The canonical cylinder, spherical, and
plate objects were used to determine the effectiveness of the
proposed imaging system. First, 1-D detection of conducting
and dielectric cylinder and conducting spherical and plate
objects was performed. The S-parameter between the input
ports of two of the proposed antennas was measured and used
to determine the magnitude of the scattered field, and this
method was used to locate the object in 1-D.

2-D images were generated by holding the antenna pair
stationary and moving the object in one direction. The
1-D data were recorded for each position of the object and
combined into a 2-D array, which was used to generate the
2-D image of the object. Also, 2-D data without the object
present were subtracted from 2-D data with the object present
to improve the image quality by eliminating the effect of the
surrounding environment and mutual coupling between the
antennas. Similar positions and sizes between the image and
the actual object were observed. Finally, the 1-D detection of
conducting and dielectric cylinders of the same size positioned
in front of a human body phantom with similar dielectric and
physical characteristics as the human body was performed. The
body phantom was then rotated with the 1-D data recorded at
each angle in the case of a conducting cylinder after which a
2-D image was generated from the collected data.

A limitation of the proposed system is that measurements
need to be taken twice to improve image quality, and a
wideband frequency range is required. In addition, only angle-
independent objects oriented along the same direction as the
polarization of the LWFAs can be clearly detected, whereas
angle-dependent objects, such as planar-shaped objects, will
also not be detected unless they are smaller than the resolution
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of the proposed system. Therefore, future work would build
upon this study to develop methods of overcoming these
limitations.
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